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Small-Scale, Self-Sufficient Farming for Health
Henning Sehmsdorf, 20211

The Whole-Farm Organism
When I started farming on Lopez Island in 1970, I began with a 50-year farm plan that considered the “whole”under management — 
people, resource base and money — by relating it to overarching quality of  life goals, intended forms of  production and a vision of  
what the farm should look like in the future. Over the years, the farm has become highly diversified: we grow practically all our food, 
most of  the animal feed, all the fertility, much of  the electric energy we use, all the water from several wells and from a rain catchment 
system, and a goodly share of  the wood products we need. Self-sufficiency has been at the core of  our farm vision from the very 
beginning. Sales of  farm surplus have provided enough cash flow to meet necessary expenses. The farm is debt-free, and over the 
years increasing market values of  the land, buildings and infrastructure have contributed to the solid capitalization of  the farm 
enterprise.  

My topic will be the economics of  a small, homestead-scale farm. Ours is a biodynamic farm, and I want to explain how its 
economics are defined in the context of  biodynamics. Fundamental to biodynamic economics is the idea that while the farm organism 
is bounded in that it provides for most needed inputs independent of  the market, it is open to the cosmos. The farm is conceived as a 
microcosm that exists in the larger, macrocosmic context. The cosmic perspective on biodynamic agriculture means that farming 
expresses what 20th century Protestant theologian Paul Tillich called “ultimate concern.”  In other words, for biodynamic farmers 2

agriculture is an inherently spiritual, sacred task, and economics have a larger significance than the material bottom line. 

If  you look at the farm goals depicted in the poster above, you see that they represent a continuum summarized under the term 
“Health.” We don’t farm for money, but for health in the comprehensive sense of  that term. Of  course, we realize that in order to be 
successful, the farm has to be financially viable. But you will notice that the top production goal is spiritual health , and the second 
goal is physical health, the two being closely related. The third goal is financial health, which means mostly that we have no debt and 
can pay our bills. Fourth, the farm is committed to ecosystem health: that is, we are conscious of  our place in the ecology of  our 
natural environment, meaning that we aim to implement the Aristotelian vision of  agricultural enterprise as an imitation of  nature.  3

Fifth, we are committed to community health and to supporting a resilient local and seasonally based food system. Last, but not least, 
we prioritize soil, plant and animal health as the very foundation on which the farm depends. 

Displayed in the poster are the four elements or essences conceived by pre-Socratic natural philosophers as fire, air, earth and water 
constituting the building blocks of  every ecosystem. Fire is the metaphor for the source of  all energy, which is the sun. It is 
understood as the divine transformative force that gives shape and purpose (telos) to air, earth and water in natural phenomena. Water, 
for example, manifests as a liquid, solid, vapor or boiling substance depending on the presence of  fire. Needless to say, this concept 
of  the elements differs radically from that of  materialistic science, as exemplified by Mendelev’s Periodic Table of  Elements (1869), which 
describes matter in terms of  118 chemical elements, organized on the basis of  atomic number, electron configurations, and recurring 
chemical properties. However, Aristotelian cosmology is strikingly akin to modern chaos theory, which posits that the cosmos has a 
kind of  deterministic “unconscious, a dark realm that conditions the formation and shapes of  the galaxies, their interactions, and 
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everything that’s going on within them.”  Notice further that the poster depicts a fifth element or quintessentia in the person of  the 4

farmer. The term “quintessential” literally means that something is of  the fifth essence. It points to the quintessential role of  the 
human in shaping natural ecosystems, and specifically in regard to agriculture. Today the human role in shaping planetary ecology is 
recognized under the term “anthropocene.”

Prior to the beginning of  agriculture about 8-10,000 years ago, ecosystems were naturally in balance, whether a river system or a 
desert, a forest, a prairie or a mountain range, ever evolving according to the laws of  nature. For example, during the early 
development of  the Cascade volcanic arc (from 275,000 to 35,000 years ago) successive eruptions gave shape to the stable range of  
rocky peaks, plant and animal life that includes Mt. Adams and Mt. St. Helens. However, when St. Helens blew its top in 1980, it not 
only altered the structure of  that volcanic dome but destroyed much plant, animal and human life as well as countless homes, roads, 
bridges, and railroads in the region.The result was a temporary imbalance in the ecosystem, as well as in the human habitation and 
socio-economic structures reliant on that stability. What had organized itself  naturally over eons was temporarily disrupted, but over 
time it reorganized and corrected itself  to achieve a new balance. That’s what natural ecosystems do.  When a river floods in a storm, 5

there is a temporary disruption of  the drainage system, but it corrects itself, perhaps by carving a new channel for the river. When 
lightning starts a forest fire, there is a temporary disruption of  tree and animal life, but the forest ecology rebalances. Not only do new 
trees take the place of  the ones that burned, but the fires occurring at regular intervals whenever lightning strikes, clear out the 
underbrush, and the ashes fertilize and support new plant and animal life. Natural ecosystems at whatever scale, are self-organizing 
and self-correcting. They are also self-healing. But when human beings come into the picture and take a stick and scratch the soil and 
put in seed, what happens is that human interference potentially upsets the ecological balance and prevents nature’s ability to self-
correct.and heal. This fact is amply demonstrated by the world-wide, massive loss of  top soil, the loss of  soil fertility, and the 
pervasive pollution of  groundwater and oceans due to industrialized, chemical and mechanical, agriculture. But, of  course, the human 
presence also offers opportunities to heal the imbalance agriculture has caused, as governments, corporations, producers and 
consumers are gradually realizing. That’s why the human is the fifth — quintessential — element, in maintaining natural ecosystems 
on the planet, as well as on the farm.  

Economics as Stewardship
Aristotle’s coinage of  the term “oikonomia” connects agricultural enterprise with stewardship of  natural systems. The ancient 
philosopher some 2,500 years ago combined two words, oikos, which means “household,”and nemein, which means “to steward,” or 
“take care of.” In Aristotle’s definition, “natural” economics means the stewardship of  the farm household in imitation of  “the way  
nature takes care of  her offspring.” So, if  you are an economist in the Aristotelian sense, you’re a steward; in other words, you are 
concerned about the health of  the next generation whether plant, animal or human. Aristotle contrasted “oikonomia” with another 
term he also coined, krematistika, from kremata, which means coins, in other words, money. He said, if  your enterprise is focused on 
making money, then that’s not economics but “chrematistics,” and therefore “unnatural.” It does not take care of  the young, nor  
provide for the next generation. Instead it extracts capital from the enterprise. By contrast, Aristotelian economics returns the value 
of  farm production to the farm organism and the community. Extracting capital from the farm as profit depletes natural and social 
capital in order to build financial capital. This is of  course the reason why modern, conventional agriculture is failing, both socially 

and ecologically. That’s why our rural communities are destroyed, why we have lost our soils, why the groundwater is poisoned, why 
the air is polluted, and why our public health system is failing: the food that is produced by conventional agriculture depletes the 
natural and social resources on which our personal health depends.  

In the largest sense, in the personal as well as in the ecological sense, in the spiritual as well as in the material sense, we are vitally 
dependent on responding to the task of  economic stewardship as described by Aristotle. However, what actually happened in the 
history of  agricultural economics is that the two terms have been reversed in the interest of  profit and power, substituting the term 
economics for chrematistics. It fell to Rudolf  Steiner, the founder of  biodynamics, to remind us of  the true meaning of  economics, to 
remind us of  our obligation to be stewards of  the earth. This meaning of  stewardship becomes the economic principle by which 
biodynamic farms are organized.  

It is pertinent to note that Judeo-Christian religion, which for millennia practiced scriptural exegesis to privilege “hostile domination 
of  nature,” has lately come to the recognition that conventional agriculture poses the “largest threat to biodiversity and ecosystem 
function of  any single human activity,”  and that the solution to the ecological crisis is “principally moral and theological rather than 6
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technological.”  Hence the poster above is topped by the quote from Genesis 8: 22 that “Seedtime and harvest shall never cease,” 7

provided humanity, the quintessential element, will keep the covenant to be stewards of  God’s creation.  

Ecosystem Services  
Steiner’s concept of  ecosystem services rests on what he meant when he called on farmers to be “healers of  the earth.” When I first 
came to the property in 1970, I spent two summers just camping on the land, feeling it and measuring and mapping it topographically, 
I noticed that there was almost no bird life, and it became clear to me that the reason there were no birds was that there was no 
surface water. So one of  the first things we did was to dig a pond, which eventually became the basis of  our water  

catchment system, irrigating the whole farm. Besides supplying the water needed for crop production, the pond restored the 
ecological balance of  the land disturbed when it was first carved out of  verdant forest by the European settlers a century earlier, who 
removed the trees that had supplied the ground with sufficient moisture to support a wide range of  wildlife. Records kept over 50 
years document the wild animal species that have returned to the farm because of  that pond: not only otters and deer, but also 
herons, ducks, mergansers, newts, snakes and frogs, and all kinds of  bees and pollinators, because there once again is water. So digging 
the pond was a quintessentially ecological decision that had all kinds of  economic implications for the farm organism.  

The second thing I noticed when I first arrived, was the absence of  earthworms in the soil. The fields had been hayed for decades 
without animal inputs. The shallow soil was dry, compact and brittle, unable to absorb the heavy winter rains that washed off  the 
rocky island carrying sediment into the ocean. There were few forages, mostly large clumps of  native quack grass, plus imported, 
naturalized perennial rye and canary reed grass, meadow foxtail, much bare soil in between, and very few legumes, broad-leaf  plants, 
wild flowers or other edibles. In collaboration with a neighbor, I brought rotationally grazed ruminants to the fields, initially beef, later 
dairy cows, sheep, pigs, chickens and turkeys. In the winter, we fed the animals good hay from the best fields on the farm, using the 
same rotational practices, and thereby reseeded the pastures with remarkable results. After a few years the droppings from the animals 
worked into the soil by the hoofs, snouts, beaks and claws, and enlivened by biodynamic preparations, both the soil organic matter and 
the range of  forages it supported, increased dramatically. Over the course of  fifty years, the humus content of  the soil grew from 3% 
to 12%. Earthworms now abound, the capacity of  the soil to hold air and water has grown concomitantly, and the range of  forage 
plants has expanded from an average five to forty.  Because of  their health and productivity, our pastures and hayfields are perennial, 8

which means that they do not need to be tilled and reseeded every few years, as in conventional agriculture, thereby sequestering 
carbon in the soil. We have also surrounded our fields with hedgerows to provide additional habitat for wild animals and shelter the 
field from punishing winds. 

In our vegetable gardens and fruit orchards, we jettisoned mechanical tillage after we observed how destructive rototillers were to 
earthworms and soil fungi. Instead we established triple-dug beds to create permanent three-foot organic soil horizons fed with cover 
crops, composts, fermented teas made from nettle and comfrey, and biodynamic preparations.The preparations put “fire,” i.e. cosmic 
energy, into the soil. We also surrounded the beds with grass paths as further habitat for soil organisms. The humus content in the 
garden beds currently is at 15%. Plant disease is practically non-existent because the life in the soil is in balance.  

In our forest, we gradually removed dead trees and flammable understory and turned the woody debris into biochar by burning it in 
home-made kilns (constructed from recycled oil tanks) in order to sequester the carbon in the char instead of  sending it into the 
atmosphere in the form of  climate changing gases. The biochar is crushed and applied to composts, pastures and vegetable plots, 
where it functions to provide favorable environments for soil organisms.  

 In late 2011, a final piece of  our original farm plan was implemented to provide a source of  self-sustaining energy. Working with the 
local power company, we installed a 74-panel photovoltaic system on two barn roofs with a nameplate capacity of  16 kWh. About 
nine months into the first year of  production, the system had already produced 15,860 Wh. In planning this project, we set out to 9

reduce the farm energy consumption by half  and produce as much electricity as possible. We replaced the home’s electric floor 
heating system with an efficient wood stove fueled from the farm’s wood lot, installed a roof-top solar water pre-heater and PV panels 
to energize the farm irrigation system. The cost of  the barn roof  installations was recovered over ten years from incentives paid by 
the power company, the state and the federal government, providing an annual financial return of  about 9.5%. However, more 
important is that within the decade since installation, the CO2 sequestration readings at the inverters show savings of  nearly 300 tons 
of  CO2 not released into the atmosphere by producing an equivalent amount of  energy at some distant, fossil-fuel driven power 
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plant. As Bill McKibben pointed out, this is the level of  carbon savings households in general need to make to save us from 
impending climate disaster.  10

Measuring the value of  ecosystem services is easy when it comes to technical installations like a PV system: the inverter will do it for 
the consumer who can then monetize his carbon credits, if  he wishes. It is much more difficult to assess the immeasurable benefits of  
sequestering carbon in perennial pasture, or building soil organic matter, or supporting wildlife with a pond or hedgerows. There is 
little, if  any, public support for small farms in this regard in the U.S. By contrast, in Norway, farmers are paid a public salary no matter 
what they produce. They are called “culture workers” (kulturarbeidere) because of  the significant contribution their farms make to the 
socio-cultural matrix and quality of  life in rural districts. A farmer may be raising strawberries, or making cheese, or whatever, but the 
profits from those enterprises come on top of  the farmers’ base salary paid to them from the public purse for keeping the land open, 
protecting the water, and providing jobs, which means that the population of  rural districts and towns are kept intact. People are not 
forced to migrate to Oslo or other urban centers to find work, with all the negative consequences of  that migration. The public taxes 
itself  to incentivize farmers to become stewards providing ecosystem services for the common good. 

No one biodynamic farm is like any other biodynamic farm; they are all highly individualized organisms. But every such farm 
organizes itself  on the basis of  the principle of  ecological stewardship, which is the quintessential task of  the farmer. The farm 
organizes itself  around the task of  ecological stewardship, and if  it veers off  in one direction or another, it corrects itself  as long as 
the farmer pays attention to the underlying principle. What we have been teaching to apprentices, interns, students and adults coming 
for workshops and farm tours, is that “responsibility”means what it says: “the ability to respond.” It means that the farmer is able to 
observe the farm from the perspective of  stewardship and act accordingly. Responsibility in the biodynamic context doesn’t mean 
keeping this law or that regulation, or abiding by this schedule or that convention. It means fulfilling the quintessential role as the 
steward of  a defined ecosystem, fully aware that as humans we have disturbed the natural environment in disastrous ways and now 
must do what we can to heal the disturbance and return to sustainable balance. “Disease” means being “not at ease.” We get back to 
“ease,” back into balance, by practicing the economics of  stewardship as envisioned by the ancient philosopher.  

The return to balance, which today is often labeled “regenerative agriculture,” began with Rudolf  Steiner’s Agriculture Course (1924), a 
series of  lectures Steiner gave in Eastern Germany (now Poland) because after a century of  chemical farming, agricultural soils in that 
region were depleted, seeds and crops were failing, rates of  animal reproduction were becoming deficient, and people were falling ill. 
In addressing these issues, Steiner pointed out two things: One was that farmers had depleted the soils by spreading chemicals that 
had proven toxic to soil organisms; but the other, more important, was that farmers had forgotten what life is. As agricultural 
producers increasingly confused farming with input-centered industrial processes, they forgot that they were involved in organic life 
processes. The term biodynamics given to Steiner’s initiative to restore agricultural health by strengthening the biological life in the soil 
in keeping with cosmic rhythms, derives from the terms bios, meaning “life” and dynamis , meaning “rhythmic force.” Basically, 
biodynamics is about the rhythm of  life, which is what farmers had forgotten when they turned to chemical farming, said Steiner.  

Now, whenever I attend an agricultural conference, I often hear: “How do I control disease, how do I control weeds, and how do I 
put fertility back into my fields?” The answer to these questions is found in what we have discussed. It is complex, but it is also very 
simple. Once the farmer is committed to the quintessential idea that he is primarily a steward imitating nature, and organizes the farm 
around that principle, everything else falls into place. We have very little if  any disease on the farm, we have few weed problems., and 
we have good fertility in our fields and gardens. If  you measure the N-P-K ratios in our soils, these are not particularly high. But you 
don’t really need high N-P-K levels if  you have a living soil that is rich in organic life. The organisms in the soil  — of  which there are 
around as many in a teaspoon of  soil as there are people in the U.S. — harvest the fire, the solar energies, and convert them into 
carbohydrates, into sugars and all kinds of  nutrients the plants need from the soil. We don’t fertilize our plants at all. Instead, we feed 
our soils. We don’t put any fertilizer on our broccoli. Instead, we make sure that the soil the broccoli is planted in is rich in life. And 
that takes care of  everything. It is takes care of  the nutrient needs of  the broccoli, and it takes care of  establishing the stasis, the 
balance needed to protect the broccoli from disease. You don’t have to cure the broccoli by spraying it with some chemical, because it 
isn’t sick. Because it is whole. That is what wholeness and holistic mean: both of  these words mean health. That is why we farm for 
health, not for money. Money is a tool that we have to have because we have to pay bills, taxes and insurance, but it is not the goal, 
just a means to an end. 

Farm Capitalization
In 1967, I accepted a teaching position at the University of  Washington because, having been born on the Baltic Sea, the cooler 
growing conditions of  the Evergreen State appealed to me more than the drier and hotter climate of  California and other Southern 
states. I drove up and down I-5 looking for a piece of  land on which to grow food for a future family and, seeing that the corridor 
between Vancouver, B.C. and Vancouver, Oregon was likely to develop into a continuous commercial strip, found my way to Lopez 
Island. A banker at Fanny Mae (Federal National Mortgage Association) urged me to finance my farming dream by “keeping my day 
job” rather than by taking out a mortgage, which over thirty years at the current rate of  over 6% would have cost me three times the 
original loan. Good advice, which we have followed ever since. It took me three years of  saving 25% of  my annual salary at the 
University to accumulate enough cash to buy the original 10 acres in 1970 without debt. Agricultural economists often recommend to 
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beginning farmers to lease land rather than to invest cash on the argument that land “very rarely pays for itself  in farm-generated cash 
flow.”  I learned differently from a friend who, prior to moving to the island, had bought and resold several small farms in states 11

further east to earn enough of  a stake to buy land here, which he did, but still needed a mortgage, which  he continues to pay today. 
Would he have been better off  financially if  he had delayed ownership and used his earnings as a professional orchardist to buy his 
current farm for cash? In other words, “kept his day job,” paid cash for his land and enjoyed the dramatic increases in value due to the 
proximity of  the San Juan Islands to major urban centers on the near mainland? Over the years we bought up neighboring acreage 
and houses at ever increasing price levels, always paying cash from current income and savings, so that today we farm land that has 
multiplied in value many times over, without having to pay rent or lease fees. In the mid-70s, we built our home for a cost that roughly 
equals its annual rental value today, and have lived here for nearly fifty years without paying rent. We refurbished the houses we 
bought from former neighbors for use as rentals or apprentice housing, until we sold them to two families in exchange for labor on 
the farm, thus enabling us to stay on the farm in retirement. Similarly we built solid barns, outbuildings and infrastructure, mostly with 
our own hands, which return great value to the farm every year, without indebtedness.  

Labor
While the family was growing its own food from 1970-94, it never occurred to anyone to count the cost of  labor. Without giving it 
much thought, we ignored the fundamental principle of  conventional economics that every choice has an opportunity cost. The idea 
behind opportunity cost is that the cost of  an item is the lost opportunity to do or consume something else; in short, opportunity 
cost is the value of  the next best alternative. The next best alternative for my wife and myself  would have been to make use of  our 
advanced academic qualifications and work additional hours at the university, for instance, by teaching during the summer quarter, 
rather than working on the farm. With the extra money earned, we could have afforded the best food available in the market. 
Financially our gain would have been greater. However, the cost to the family’s health, the health of  our farm and to the ecosystem 
would have far outweighed any monetary advantage. Once we became aware of  the conventional definition of  farm profitability, we 
chose to ignore the opportunity costs riding on our investments in the land, buildings and infrastructure, and in our labor. The non-
cash values produced by the farm were more important to us than the conventional measures of  farm profitability.  

The question of  labor cost took on new significance when we started farm teaching programs in sustainable agriculture in 1999, the 
year Henning was appointed adjunct professor at WSU Center for Sustaining Agriculture & Natural Resources and S&S Homestead 
was designated a WSU Demonstration Farm. The appointments did not carry any salaries, but allowed us to apply for on-farm 
research and workshop grants and for tuition support for international and minority interns to earn academic credit at WSU. In 2002, 
S&S Center for Sustainable Agriculture incorporated as a non-profit teaching institution under the State of  Washington. In 2004, the 
farm received a USDA grant to fund a year-long high-school class on “Principles of  Ecological Food Production.” The class evolved 
into a permanent Farm-to-School curriculum that brought students of  all grades to the farm several times a week. In 2012 Henning 
became a Mentor Farmer under the apprenticeship program offered by the Biodynamic Farming Association. In 2014, the farm was 
licensed as a state-approved milk processing and cheese making facility. 

In teaching farm economics to apprentices, students and the general public (at conferences, workshops and county extension 
meetings), we foregrounded the differences between biodynamic and conventional approaches to the cost of  labor. In articulating 
how to think about labor and its cost to the farm, we relied on several decades of  our own experience as well as on the views of  
agrarian writers such as Gene Logsdon and John Ikerd. Logsdon, who homesteaded on a remnant of  his grandfather’s 1,000-acre 
farm lost to bank foreclosure, was a well-known critic of  conventional farm economics. In what he defined as pastoral (or Amish) 
economics, he described the labor of  the homesteader as “profit, not a cost as it is in industrial accounting (while) for a large-scale 
farmer hiring people so he can expand in an industrial economy, labor is an expense.”  Similarly, Ikerd, professor emeritus of  12

agricultural economics at the University of  Missouri, contrasted the “economics of  happiness” incumbent on ecological stewardship 
on small farms with the conventional, large-farm “pursuit of  economic wealth (as) a pursuit of  individual, hedonistic, or sensory 
pleasure.” Ikerd’s definition of  small-farm success rests on Aristotle’s concept of  eudaemonia (happiness), as labor in the service of  
“righteous living.”  Farmers who labor to “make a decent living while caring for the land and caring for other people, not only are 13

building sustainable agriculture for the future, they are opening the doors to happiness.” This view of  labor echoes the biblical notion 
that working the soil to serve its needs, is a form of  worship.  14

A third economist, Jan Douwe van der Ploeg (professor of  Transition Studies at Wageningen University, The Netherlands), in a 
comparative study of  the role of  “new peasants” in Peru, Italy and The Netherlands in the age of  globalization, defined labor in the 
context of  farmers’ struggle for resource autonomy and associated forms of  sustainability, such as internalizing nature, distancing 
from commodity markets, intensifying skilled production, and life quality. Labor is shown to be the means by which to “get ahead,” 
which is to achieve independence and social, rather than financial, wealth.  15

“But you can’t take that to the bank!” some our apprentices would shout in frustration. They were looking for fair compensation for 
their work, and wanting to learn how to earn a living by entrepreneurial farming in a capitalist society, where success is measured by 
money earned. How to provide fair labor compensation in a non-profit enterprise focused on health? Part of  the challenge was to  
make clear that for the duration of  their training, interns and apprentices shared in farm ownership in the sense that the farm 
supported them with food and housing while also providing daily instruction and guidance. It was the experience of  the farm owners 
that trainees took as much of  the farmers' time as they gave to the farm. Every intern and apprentice was required to do assigned 
readings and keep a daily journal answering three question: What did I do? What did I learn? And what does it mean in the context of  
the whole farm organism and the world beyond the farm? Academically inclined trainees had the option to spend half  the day 
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studying a prescribed curriculum and carry out farm-based research resulting in a (preferably publishable) paper, while 
entrepreneurially inclined trainees were given opportunities to pursue market-based activities of  their own choice (such as running a 
vegetable CSA or raising pigs), and for their own risk and profit. The financial value of  room and board, plus an allowance to cover 
expenses for utilities, but not counting the value of  tuition, amounted to the equivalent of  the average minimum wage in the U.S. An 
important point, however, was that this wage (except for the allowance for utilities) was not paid in cash, but rather in cash-equivalent 
value. In order to make the value flows represented by labor and compensation visible, we developed farm budgets that reflected both 
cash and non-cash value flows, showing labor and compensation as both income and expense. The apprentices could now see the 
values they created through their work, even though they could not “take it to the bank.”  

Associative Economics and Price 
Another seminal idea of  Rudolf  Steiner’s is “associative economics,” which he distinguished from competitive economics, and 
focused on the notion of  “true price.” How do biodynamic farmers determine the price put on their products? Steiner held that all 
workers should receive sufficient remuneration for any commodity they produce to meet their needs until they have again produced 
another such commodity. In other words, price should be a reflection of  social need and responsibility. The conventional notion of  
price, however, proceeds from the assumption that price is the remuneration given by one party to another in return for goods and 
services reflecting supply and demand. There is no mention of  social need or responsibility. It’s simply a question of  what’s available 
and what will the market bear. What price will suppliers accept and what is the remuneration food purveyors are willing to pay 
farmers? As a result of  this market-based principle, farmers today are squeezed two ways: they have little or no control over the price 
of  the goods they sell to the wholesale market, nor do they control the price of  supplies they have to buy from the market. Most small 
food producers today don’t enjoy the same income levels as earlier generations of  farmers whose affluence depended mostly on 
community-based, local markets and on their own self-sufficiency. Until World War I, farmers in the U.S. were largely self-sufficient, as 
were most European farmers. They produced the food their families ate, the fodder for their animals and the fertility of  their fields as 
a matter of  course. They didn’t import their food, feed, or fertility from some other place; they produced it on the farm, which means 
that they had control over their economics in a way most farmers today can’t even imagine.  

Biodynamic farmers expect to think about price in a different way. They think about price in terms of  their role as stewards rather 
than as competitors. All workers should receive sufficient remuneration for a commodity they produce to meet their needs until they 
can produce another such commodity. If  you sell your apples or your beef  to your community, you should receive enough money that 
you can produce another apple or another cow. That should determine the price. Actually, this makes common sense, but the 
competitive market doesn’t work that way. There is a whole lot of  idealism working in biodynamic economics, but what is striking is 
how practical that idealism is. It’s all very concrete and down to earth.  

Steiner argued that in a global economy meeting one another’s needs should be managed by the development of  conscious 
coordination of  producers, distributors, and consumers through industry and consumer associations, rather than by the “invisible 
hand” of  capitalist markets, or by socialist governments.  While Steiner’s idea of  an "altruistic stakeholder-managed economy”  has 16 17

not been realized on a global scale, the idea of  associative economics has inspired significant initiatives such as community land 
trusts,  community supported agriculture (CSA),  social finance,  and local currencies.  18 19 20 21

For the biodynamic farmer, the implementation of  associative economics works best in the context of  personal relationships between 
producer and consumer, that is, in community. In commodity markets, pricing is pretty much out of  the hands of  the producer, but if  
growers sell directly to neighbors through a CSA, farm stand, farmers’ markets, and food hubs, they have the choice between setting 
the price at the level of  what the market will bear, or at a level of  social and ecological responsibility. For example, the pandemic has 
thinned the ranks of  repair providers, some of  whom have responded to market opportunity by doubling or even tripling the price 
charged for their services. Likewise, purveyors of  livestock replacements such as chicks — on which small-scale egg producers must 
rely because most chickens by now have had the brooding instinct bred out of  them — during the pandemic increased their price ten-
fold in response to growing demand for home-based food security. This development corroborates the startling assertion made by 
agricultural economist Stephen Blank a generation ago that local food production was rapidly becoming a prohibitively expensive 
“lifestyle choice” no longer affordable, thereby ignoring the impacts of  this market-based development on human health and 
ecological survival.  On Lopez Island, the upward pressure on price has been exacerbated by the influx of  large numbers of  22

financially advantaged investors during the pandemic, competing for land, housing, services and food with local consumers. A 
concern that constantly arises in producing and selling organic produce is the consumer complaint that organic food is too expensive 
for anyone but the well-to-do. Rudolf  Steiner made the case that the nutritional value of  a food depends on the “life force” in the 
food. Thus the prices charged by biodynamic producers seek to balance socially equitable availability of  “enlivened” food for the 
community and ecological stewardship with the financial viability of  the farm.  

Farm Budgets
Annual farm budget projections articulate the practice of  “oikonomeia” (household stewardship) by making the economic values 
flowing through farm visible in monetary terms. Over the years, we have learned to distinguish on-farm cash and cash-equivalent 
value flows in our budget. Everything that we produce on the farm is assigned a monetary value so that we can tell what a product 
would be worth in today’s market place, if  we were to sell it there. However, we sell only a limited portion of  what we produce and 
consume the larger share at home in the form of  food, feed, fertility, water, energy, wood products, land, infrastructure, housing, and 
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Income
Cash Income

Working Capital $40,000

Farm Sales $34,500

Educational Programs $45,500

Rentals & Farm-Stays $46,500

Social Services $24,000

Cash-Equivalent 
Consumables

Food $37,200

Feed $18,000

Fertility $9,850

Livestock 
Replacements

$5,470

Wood Products $6,560

Water $2,460

Electricity $2,460

In-Kind Labor $93,500

Cash-Equivalent Lease 
Value

Infrastructure $42,000

Land $4,670

Housing $24,000

Total income $436,670

Figure 1: Income: Cash, Cash-Equivalent Consumables,  and 
Cash-Equivalent Lease Values 

Cash- 
Equivalent 
Consumables

Cash- 
Equivalent 
Lease Values

Cash Income
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Expenses
Cash Expenses

Working Capital $40,000

Farm Development Set-Aside $28,000

Amortization $7,000

Supplies & Services $30,000

Repairs $30,000

Machinery & Tools $12,480

Labor Hired $29,000

Insurance $4,650

Taxes & Licenses $4,670

Travel, Communications, 
Accounting

$4,700

Cash-Equivalent Consumables

Farm Production Consumed $82,000

In-Kind Labor $93,500

Cash-Equivalent Lease Value

Infrastructure $42,000

Land $4,670

Housing $24,000

Total expenses $436,670

Figure 2. Expenses: Cash, Cash-Equivalent Consumables, and 
Cash-Equivalent Lease Value

Cash Expenses

Cash-Equivalent 
Consumables

Cash-Equivalent 
Lease Values
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not least, labor. Whatever is not sold in the market still has monetary value to the farm as essential resources. If  you don’t have to pay 
cash for those resources, they constitute cash-equivalent farm income. If  you don’t buy your sausage because you produce it yourself, 
it represents monetary value that is determined by comparing prices in the local market for organic produce. If  you don’t pay for 
resources such as electricity or housing because you produce them at home, those resources constitutes cash-equivalent farm income. 
Likewise, as these valued products are consumed on the farm, they constitute non-cash farm expenses, while monetary outlays for 
taxes, insurance, or supplies constitute cash farm expenses. The purpose of  our farm budget is to estimate, plan, control, and adjust 
cash and non-cash value flows as necessary to achieve a balanced farm economy.

It follows that the farm budget distinguishes between three distinct levels of  income and expense: Cash incomes and expenses, Cash-
Equivalent of  Consumables, and Cash Equivalent of  Lease Value. 

Based on past experience. the budget for 2017 projected a total production value of  $436,670, of  which cash income was estimated at 
43% of  total, cash-equivalent value of  products to be consumed on the farm during the year at 41%, and the cash-equivalent of  the 
lease value of  infrastructure at 16%. 

Projected cash-equivalent lease value included: infrastructure (10%): 2 barns, 3 greenhouses, wood shop, dairy facility and processing 
kitchen, water and PV systems, fencing, driveways, machinery and tools; land (1%); and housing (5%): owner and trainee housing.

Projected cash income for 2017(Figure 1) included working capital (9%), which is the farmers’ original investment rolled over 
from year to year to provide farm cash flow without a bank loan; farm sales (8%): CSA, custom meat, farmers’ market and farm gate 
sales; educational income (10%): farm-to-school programs, farm tours, and workshops; rentals and farm stays (11%); and social services (5%): 
elder care. 

Projected cash-equivalent income from products to be consumed on the farm (cash-equivalent consumables) included: food for 10-12 
persons (9%): meat; eggs; dairy: milk, cheese, butter, yogurt; fresh & processed vegetables; staples: potatoes, root crops, squash,  
onions, garlic; fresh & processed fruit; processed grain (wheat & rye) for bread; feed (4%): forages, hay & grain for 1 beef  bull, 6 cows, 
6 yearlings & 6 calves; 1 dairy bull, 2 cows, 2 yearlings, 2 calves; 1 ram & 2 dozen sheep; 3 pigs; 3 dozen chickens; fertility (2%): 
manures, composts, mulch, compost teas and BD preparations; livestock replacements (1%): calves, lambs, chickens; wood products (2%): 
lumber, firewood, wood chips and sawdust; water (1%): output of  750,000g catchment system & 3 wells; electricity (1%):output of  15kw 
Pv system, water pre-heater, solar pumps; and in-kind labor (21%): 2 farmers and 5 trainees. 

Projected cash expenses for 2017(Figure 2) included: working capital (9%) set-aside for 2018; farm development set-aside (6%); 
amortization set-aside (2%); supplies & services (7%); repairs 7%); machinery & tools (3%); labor hired (7%): machine work, butchering, etc; 
insurance (1%); taxes & licenses (1%); travel, communication, accounting (1%) 

Projected cash-equivalent expenses of  consumables (included: farm production consumed (19%): food, feed, fertility, livestock 
replacements, wood products, water, electricity; in-kind labor (21%): 2 farmers, 5 trainees. 

Projected cash-equivalent lease value included: Infrastructure (10%): 2 barns, 3 greenhouses, garages & storage buildings, dairy & 
processing kitchen, wood shop, 750,000g water catchment system & 3 wells, 15Kw PV system, water pre-heater & solar pumps, 
fencing, driveways, machinery (truck, 2 tractors, haying, cultivation & seeder equipment) & tools; land (1%): cropland, pastures, 
building sites, drives; housing  (5%): 1 owners’ home, 1 trainee house; 2 farm-stay houses) 

Conclusion:
We wrote our last complete farm budget in 2017, the year before we officially retired. We continue living on the farm and run it with 
the help of two young families now residing on the farm permanently, exchanging their labor for equity in land and housing. 
Retirement meant that we gave up our educational, social service and rental programs, while continuing farm production on a reduced 
scale to meet our needs, with minimal sales to the market. 

The purpose of  the farm budget was to plan for financial balance, which is an important aspect of  overall farm health. The budget 
tells the farmers what their economic resources are and allows them to plan resource use to achieve the overarching goal of  balance. 
By assigning a monetary value to everything produced, including those products not sold on the market but consumed on the farm 
itself, the budget provides an objective measure of  farm productivity. By USDA standards S&S Homestead was barely a commercial 
farm because the total annual economic value of  its market output of  food products was less than $50,000. Of  course,, this did not 
include the farm output of  educational programs, rentals, farm stays, and social services, which was four times greater than the sale of  
foods. In other words, much of  the financial viability of  the farm was based on non-food production. However, even the modest 
amount of  meat, eggs, dairy products, vegetables, fruit and staples provided by S&S Homestead Farm made a substantial contribution 
to the food security of  about 15 households (representing about 60 end consumers). This means that if  there were about 50 Lopez 
farms of  the same scope as ours, local producers could provide much of  the food consumed on the island. Nor would it take as much 
land as we steward on our farm. For years, we provided a 12-member CSA with fresh vegetables from a quarter-acre garden and with 
berries and tree fruits from an orchard the same size. The production of  meat, dairy products and grain, of  course, required more 
land in pasture, hayfields and crop fields.  
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The budget also makes clear that the economic viability of  the farm does not primarily rely on cash sales, whether of  food, 
educational programs or social services. Fully 40% of  farm production is consumed at home on the farm. The budget recognizes that 
while the production of  food, feed, fertility, animal replacements, wood products, water, and electricity does not result in increased 
farm sales, it has cash-equivalent value to the economy of  the farm and accordingly this value has been expressed in the budget as 
farm income. Similarly, the budget recognizes that the acreage on which we farm, the housing we live in, and the infrastructure 
without which the farm could not function, such as machines and tools, barns, greenhouses, shops and other service building, 
driveways, irrigation pond and water catchment system, wells, PV system and other systems to capture solar energy for water heating, 
for example, all have major economic value captured in the budget by counting as income the equivalent of  what it would cost to 
lease the land, buildings and other required infrastructure. Because the farmers from the start took the banker’s advice to “keep our 
day jobs” and avoided going into debt while capitalizing the farm, the budget has never been encumbered by liabilities from 
mortgages or other loans. Instead the farm has benefited economically from the availability of  structures and resources at no cost to 
the farm (other than routine maintenance and repair), which benefits are budgeted as farm income. 

Also reflected in the budget is the ecologically based principle of  not extracting profit from the farm enterprise, and instead investing 
annual farm surpluses to build natural capital. In 2017 the projected margin of  surplus was estimated to be 6% of  the total farm 
budget. This surplus was to be set aside in an account for “Farm Development,” from which we finance infrastructure improvements, 
such as the PV system installed in 2012, which produces all of  the energy the farm needs, while keeping an average of  30 tons of  
carbon dioxide annually from spewing into the atmosphere at a distant power plant. It usually takes several years to accumulate 
enough funds in the “Farm Development” account to finance such a major project without having to resort to a bank loan.  

The most unconventional feature of  the budget is the classification of  labor as farm income since both the farmers and the farm 
trainees contribute their work without cash compensation. Instead, the budget recognizes labor as value flowing through the farm, for 
which all workers are compensated in kind with food, housing, learning, and a high quality of  life.  

Our decision to “retire” on the farm in 2018, the same year Elizabeth retired from her “day job” as a public school teacher, had major 
budgetary consequences for the farm. Retirement meant giving up the educational programs, rentals, farm stays, and social services. 
We shrank farm production by eliminating the beef  herd and cutting the dairy herd and sheep flock in half, thereby reducing the need 
for hay production. We converted the housing built for interns, apprentices, and farm-stay guests into homes for two families who are 
earning equity through their labor on the farm. Essentially we have reduced the farm to the scale where it can provide for our food 
and other needs with the help of  younger workers whose needs for land and housing are met by sharing in the capital gains made over 
half  a century of  our tenure on the homestead. The continued goal is to “farm for health” to the benefit of  the farmers, the 
community and the ecosystem. We continue cherishing the hope that some day soon the community will feed itself  mostly from food 
grown on the island. As quoted in Hands at Work (2009) and again in Bounty: Farmers,Food & Community (2016): “Our dream is the 
community will feed itself. The only question people will ask about their food is which of  their neighbors’ farms it came from. We 
believe we’re the future.”  23
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